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Mixed ionic-electronic conductors (MIECs) such as the (La,Sr)(Co,Fe)O3�d perovskite family are

well described in their charge transport through their high temperature applications, i.e., as

solid-oxide fuel cell electrodes (600–1000 �C). In this study, the current-voltage (I-V) profiles of

these well-known MIEC perovskites are studied between room temperature and 150 �C under bias

of 615 V for potential applications in resistance random access memories. The impact of the

metal-oxide interface on the I-V characteristics ranging from ohmic to non-linear hysteretic is

discussed for metals of varying work functions and redox potentials, as well as changes in metal

electrode distances and areas. VC 2012 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3663529]

Mixed ionic-electronic conductors (MIECs) such as

ABO3 perovskite oxides are ideal model systems to study

charge transport characteristics, and their impact on the mate-

rial’s current-voltage (I-V) profiles under bias. In general, the

charged defects of MIEC perovskites are of two kinds: oxygen

vacancies, which are donors in this case, and electronic charge

carriers, being either electrons (n-type) or holes (p-type). The

concentration of these defects can be changed systematically

by (1) the generation of intrinsic defects by modification of

temperature or oxygen partial pressure, resulting in a change

of the redox-potential of the perovskite or (2) the generation

of extrinsic defects by doping of both the A and B sites of the

perovskite with cations of modified ionic radii and valence

state.1 The perovskite material system (La,Sr)(Co,Fe)O3�d

(LSCF) is a well known MIEC used in high temperature solid

state electrochemistry applications2 such as in solid oxide fuel

cell cathodes3 or oxygen permeation membranes.4 In this

case, they are predominantly p-type (hole) conductors with an

ionic conductivity contribution.5 Recently, there is interest to

study the I-V characteristics of MIECs under bias potential at

room temperature for possible applications as alternative ox-

ide materials in future non-volatile resistance random access

memories (RRAMs).6,7 Such devices consist of a metal-ox-

ide-metal capacitor-like structure which is non-linearly

switched between a high and low resistance through a bias

voltage at room temperature. These reveal faster switching

capabilities (nano-seconds) and lower steering voltages (mV)

compared to state-of-the-art Flash or RAM memories.7 Com-

monly, titania or perovskites-based on manganates

((Pr,Ca)MnO3) or titanates (SrTiO3,BaTiO3) are considered. It

is suggested to investigate as case examples the I-V profiles of

the MIEC (La,Sr)(Co,Fe)O3�d under bias.

La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3�x was deposited by pulsed laser

deposition (PLD) at 600 �C, according to Ref. 8, yielding

polycrystalline thin films 300-500 nm thick. An array of up

to 72 metal electrode pairs (Pt, Au, Ag, or Ta) was microfab-

ricated on top of the film. The metal electrode separation var-

ied between 10–170 lm, and the electrode quadratic areas

from 4002 lm2 to 6002 lm2. A cross-sectional view of the

sample geometry is shown in Fig. 1(a) for a single electrode

pair. Metal films were sputtered by DC magnetron sputtering

in 1–20 mTorr of Ar (purity >99.998%), at 205-360 W and

at room temperature. The electrodes were microstructured

see Refs. 8 and 9 for details. In-plane I-V measurements

were registered with a Solatron (1260 impedance analyzer),

where the metal electrodes were contacted with Cu-Be nee-

dle tips.

High resolution images of a microfabricated Ag-

electrode test-structure on a La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3�x PLD

film is shown in Fig. 1(b). The perovskite films revealed an

isotropic polycrystalline microstructure with grains approxi-

mately 10 nm in size on average. XRD studies confirmed the

cubic perovskite phase for the La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3�x PLD

film, see details in Ref. 10. Metal electrodes with a precision

of 61 lm in feature size were structured on top of the oxide

film, which allowed for I-V measurements of defined elec-

trode distances from 170-to-10 lm for in-plane geometries.

I-V characteristics as a function of the metal electrode

material and sweep rate are presented for the

La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3�x films for equal electrode separation

of 70(1) lm in Fig. 2. Literature reports that the work func-

tion of the following electrode materials decreases in the fol-

lowing fashion: Pt ! Au ! Ag ! Ta, i.e., from Figs.

2(a)–2(c), see Table I. A work function of approximately

5.6(3) eV is reported for La1Sr1�xCoO3�x perovskites in the

literature.11 Consequently, the work function difference is

almost zero for Pt electrodes on the oxide film and increased

to D1.2 eV when Ta electrodes were used on the oxide film,

Table I. Decreasing the work function of the metal electrodes

from Pt to Ta results in a transition from (almost) ohmic

to non-linear I-V characteristics. The choice of electrode

material affects the I-V profiles of the biased films. Where a

small difference in the work function existed between

La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3�x and the metal electrode, an almost

ohmic response was measured by a linear I-V characteristic,
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under bias. Metals that are inert to oxygen such as Au, along

with metals that react to oxygen such as Ta and Ag, showed

non-linear I-V characteristics in this study. To study the

impact of charge carrier redistribution under bias, the sam-

ples were subjected to different sweep rates changing from

0.2 to 10 mV/s. The hysteresis of the I-V characteristics

increased for all tested electrodes whilst decreasing the

sweep rate to 0.2 mV/s, which reflects the strong time-

dependence. As a second experiment, the temperature-

dependent I-V measurements were performed to actively

change the intrinsic defects of the MIEC perovskite in a bi-

ased state with a 10 mV/s sweep rate, Fig. 3. The ohmic IV-
profiles of the Pt metals on the MIEC oxide remain tempera-

ture independent in the case of zero difference in work func-

tion. Non-linear I-V hysteresis pronounces with temperature

increase from room temperature to 150 �C, as well as with

increasing work function difference between the metal and

the MIEC oxide.

The activation energies associated with the resistivity

were calculated using the Arrhenius equation and were around

0.14(4) eV over the temperature range of 20–150 �C and

61–10 V. The activation energy is found to be independent of

the electrode material choice. The reported activation energy

under non-linear transport is in agreements with those of bulk

and thin film3 La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3�x electrodes in the field

of fuel cell and oxygen separation membranes, in which a

maximum of 1 V (Nernst voltage) is present during testing at

600–1000 �C. The rather low activation energy of this MIEC

oxide is discussed in high temperature literature as a predomi-

nant hole conductivity by small polaron hoping over ionic

conductivity.12 It is further reported from partial pressure de-

pendent measurements that the major charge transfer is hole

conduction compared to the ionic contribution of the MIEC

for these rather low temperatures in air.5 Since we report a

comparable activation energy of conductivity for the bias-

dependent measurements between room temperature and

150 �C it is reasonable to assume that the predominant charge

transfer of the MIEC oxide occurs by hole conduction for the

reported I-V profiles when biased up to 610 V.

Three conclusions may be drawn from this work. First,

mixed ionic-electronic conducting perovskites of the material

FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Schematic cross-section of the microstructured top-contacts to measure the current-voltage (I-V) profiles of a MIEC perovskite

(La,Sr)(Co,Fe)O3 films. The metal electrode material is systematically changed in their distance, area, as well as their work function, and redox potential towards

the oxide. (b) Light microscopy and SEM in-plane views of different parts of the measuring structure. The full array structure with varying electrode distances

between 10-170(1) lm is shown in the given example for microfabricated Ag electrodes. Close-ups display two electrodes at 10(1) lm distance on the

La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3�d perovskite film, and a SEM close up of the La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3�d perovskite film microstructure. The mixed ionic-electronic conduct-

ing film was processed by PLD, whereas electrodes were sputtered and structured via microfabrication.

TABLE I. Literature comparison of work functions of the metal electrodes

materials Pt, Au, Ag, and Ta relative to the one of the oxide

La1�xSrxCoO3�d.

Material Work function (eV) Ref.

La1�xSrxCoO3�d 4.8–5.1 11

Pt 5.3–5.9 14 and 15

Au 5.1–5.5 14

Ag 4.5–4.7 14

Ta 4.1–4.8 14 and 15

FIG. 2. (Color online) Sweep-rate dependent I-V characteristics of a

La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3�d mixed ionic-electronic oxide with respect to metal

electrode material. (a) Pt-LSCF-Pt, (b) Au-LSCF-Au, and (c) Ta-LSCF-Ta.

I-V characteristics were recorded for in-plane electrode contacts separated

by 70(1) lm at room temperature.
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system (La,Sr)(Co,Fe)O3�d are suitable to show the full range

of behaviour from ohmic to non-linear I-V characteristics. The

choice in metal material affects the charge transport at the

oxide-metal interface. It is reported that for low work function

differences between the oxide and metal and larger electrode

distances, purely ohmic I-V profiles are determined. A work

function difference of at least D0.3 eV between the perovskite

and the metal electrode were measured to result in changes of

the I-V characteristics to non-linear.

Recent computational work of Riess and co-workers

highlighted the importance to decrease the overall metal

electrode distance to 100 nm or lower to probe MIEC

oxides.13 Thereby, the metal-oxide interface charge transfer

contribution becomes more dominant, and stronger hystere-

sis in the I-V profiles is observable. We confirm these trends

experimentally.

Second, this perovskite group is of potential as a model

system to gain understanding on charge transport under bias.

The role of ionic and electronic charge carriers can be clari-

fied through controlled intrinsic and extrinsic doping experi-

ments. In this study, intrinsic doping was changed through

temperature increase, indicating a predominant hole and

minor ionic conduction mechanism active during the ohmic

and non-linear I-V profile under bias. This is supported by

the activation energy of conductivity which remains around

0.14 eV independent on the metal electrode material choice,

applied bias, or heating from room temperature to 150 �C.

The measured activation energy agrees well with literature

on high-temperature conduction measurements of non-

biased La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3�x bulk and thin films.

Third, oxidation and reduction of the metal film under

bias were not confirmed to be a prime cause for the non-

linear I-V profile in the perovskite La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3�x

used in this work. It is reasonable to assume that the valence

states of the oxide change locally under the applied bias

leading to accumulation and depletion zones of charge car-

riers in the vicinity close to the metal electrodes.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Temperature-dependent I-V characteristics of a

La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3�d mixed ionic-electronic oxide with respect to metal

electrode material. (a) Pt-LSCF-Pt, (b) Au-LSCF-Au, (c) Ag-LSCF-Ag, and

(d) Ta-LSCF-Ta. I-V characteristics were recorded at 10 mV/s for in-plane

electrode contacts separated by 10(1) lm.
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